GLG 362/598 Geomorphology
K. Whipple
Flow Mechanics: Velocity Profiles Exercise
Complete the following exercises during lab or before the next class meeting. The
exercise is intended to give you practice working with the relationships you have seen
derived in class before you are asked to analyze field data from the Verde River. You
may work together as you practice the mechanics involved, but turn in your own work as
it will be graded.
Problem 1. Derive the relationship between Cf (the generalized non-dimensional DarcyWeisbach friction factor) and the ratio u u * .

Problem 2. Using the relationships for Cf, u(z), u , b, and u* to derive the relationship
between Cf and the roughness parameter zo (i.e. solve for Cf in terms of zo), for the case of
a very wide, rectangular channel. Comment briefly on the relationship (i.e. is there any
obvious weakness in the bulk friction factor Cf?).

Problem 3. Derive the relationship between Cf and Manning’s n. Comment briefly on
Manning’s n.
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Problem 4. Using the above relationships, the Law of the Wall, and assuming steady,
uniform flow, in a very wide channel (Rh = h) determine the following from the data
given below: Slope (S), average velocity ( u ), basal shear stress (b), shear velocity (u*),
roughness height (zo), friction factor (Cf), and Manning’s n. Compare result from
velocity profile with zo = D84/30. How does the value of n compare to the tables given in
your handout? How does the value of Cf compare to Leopold et al. (1964) relationship
for f as a function of grainsize and flow depth?
 h 
1
  1.0
 2.0 log
f
 D84 
(see Fluvial Processes Notes pdf, top of page 4 (Section II))
Grainsize D84 = 128 mm (large cobbles)
Flow depth = 1.0 m
Measured Velocity Profile (cm/s), height above the bed given in meters:
S=
u = {estimate from velocity profile directly}

u = {estimate from Law of the Wall fit to velocity profile}

b =
u* =
zo =
Cf =
n=
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